
REVIVAL SHUFFLEBOARD TABLE
Our studio moto is : “Attention to detail is the religion of success”. Our new Revival Series of gaming tables proves it.

The Revival Shuffleboard Table has a rock maple top, with a UV resistant epoxy resin topcoat to last for years.  With a nod 
to classical architecture and inspired by the fluting details denoting such detail and craftsmanship, we designed the Revival 
Shuffleboard Table.  Solid premium walnut legs are turned on a lathe and then flutes are carved in. The gutters are lined with 
a light grey industrial felt, which softens the sound of pucks flying off the maple top (should you have this problem).  Climat-
ic adjusters level out the plank should you need to.  The base is solid steel, available in a multitude of powder coat colors, 
and a black walnut top rail is mounted on top with rounded edges. We even curved the steel base to match the round 
radius of the walnut corners.  Black walnut is meticulously inlayed as the lines and the numbers in the plank. 

* Comes with 4 white and 4 black pucks, plenty of shuffleboard salt (aka wax, powder, sand), and a Woolsey magnetic wall 
mount to hold the pucks when not in use.
* Available in 10’-20’ lengths.
* Available with light or dark grey industrial felt gutters. We also can do COM for the gutters.
* Multiple powder coat colors are available.
* We can also change the wood choice for the legs and handrail. The overall width is 31" and the height is 31" (to top of 
rail).
* We offer a split top walnut conversion top so you can easily turn it into a usable table when not playing. The split top 
makes it easy to move and store when not in use.
* Lead time is 8-10 weeks for production time, not including shipping, unless a rush order is placed.
* A spit top walnut conversion table is also available as an add on. 




